
Exploring the Fascinating World of Biodental
Engineering: Proceedings of the 5th
International Conference
Biodental Engineering is a rapidly growing field that combines the principles of
biology, dentistry, and engineering to revolutionize oral and dental healthcare
practices. The 5th International Conference on Biodental Engineering brought
together experts from around the globe to discuss the latest research,
innovations, and advancements in this exciting field.

The Journey Towards Biodental Engineering

Over the years, dentistry has significantly evolved with the help of engineering
principles and advancements. Biodental Engineering aims to bridge the gap
between biology and dental healthcare by utilizing engineering techniques to
improve dental treatments and prosthesis. The 5th International Conference shed
light on the progress made in this field and the potential it holds for the future.

Highlights of the Conference

The conference encompassed a wide range of topics, including but not limited to:
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Digital Dentistry and 3D Printing

Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering

Biomechanics and Implantology

Regenerative Dentistry

Biomechanics of Dental Materials

The presentations and workshops were conducted by renowned experts and
researchers who shared their experiences and insights into these areas of
biodental engineering.

Digital Dentistry and 3D Printing

One of the most fascinating aspects of biodental engineering discussed at the
conference was digital dentistry and 3D printing. Dental professionals can now
use advanced computer-aided design (CAD) software to create digital models of
teeth and gums, allowing for precise analysis and planning of dental procedures.
These digital models can then be used to fabricate customized dental prostheses
using 3D printing technology. This breakthrough in dentistry ensures better
accuracy, efficiency, and patient satisfaction.

Advances in 3D printing have also allowed for the creation of biocompatible
dental implants and prostheses using different types of biomaterials. These
implants can be tailored to fit each patient's unique anatomy, ensuring improved
functionality and aesthetic results.
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Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering

Biomaterials and tissue engineering play a crucial role in biodental engineering.
Researchers are constantly exploring new materials that are biocompatible,
durable, and possess the necessary mechanical properties to withstand the oral
environment. At the conference, various studies showcased the development of
innovative biomaterials such as bioceramics, biodegradable polymers, and
composite materials. These biomaterials are being used in the fabrication of
dental restorations, orthodontic devices, and regenerative therapies.

Tissue engineering, another area of interest, focuses on creating functional dental
tissues and structures using cells, scaffolds, and growth factors. Researchers
presented groundbreaking work in regenerative dentistry, where they are
attempting to regenerate damaged dental tissues through stem cell-based
techniques. Such advancements have the potential to revolutionize dental
treatments and restore oral health in a more natural and effective manner.

Biomechanics and Implantology

Biomechanics is the study of the mechanical forces acting on biological structures
and materials. In the context of biodental engineering, biomechanics helps in
understanding the response of dental materials and implants under various
loading conditions.

The conference featured insightful research on implant biomechanics, focusing
on the behavior of dental implants within the oral cavity and the surrounding
bone. Experts emphasized the importance of optimizing implant design and
surface characteristics to enhance osseointegration, the process by which the
dental implant integrates with the bone. Better osseointegration ensures long-
term stability and success of dental implant treatments.



Advancing Oral Health through Biodental Engineering

The 5th International Conference on Biodental Engineering acted as a platform
for researchers, dental professionals, and industry experts to exchange ideas and
foster collaborations. The event showcased the immense potential of biodental
engineering in transforming the field of dentistry and improving oral health
outcomes for patients worldwide.

With ongoing research and innovations in digital dentistry, biomaterials, tissue
engineering, and biomechanics, biodental engineering continues to push the
boundaries of traditional dental practices. The conference provided valuable
insights into the future of this field, raising hopes for more efficient, precise, and
patient-friendly dental treatments.

In

The Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Biodental Engineering
offered a glimpse into the exciting advancements made in this interdisciplinary
field. Biodental Engineering is revolutionizing the way oral and dental healthcare
is delivered, with applications ranging from digital dentistry and 3D printing to
regenerative therapies and biomechanics. The conference provided a platform for
professionals to share knowledge, collaborate, and pave the way for an even
brighter future in the journey towards improved oral health.
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Dentistry is a branch of medicine with its own particularities and very different
fields of action, and is generally regarded as an interdisciplinary field. The use of
new technologies is currently the main driving force for the series of international
conferences on Biodental Engineering (BIODENTAL).

BIODENTAL ENGINEERING V contains the full papers presented at the 5
International Conference on Biodental Engineering (BIODENTAL 2018, Porto,
Portugal, 22-23 June 2018). The conference had two workshops, one of them
dealing with computational imaging combined with finite element method, the
other dealing with bone tissue remodelling models. Additionally, the conference
had three special sessions and sixty contributed presentations.

The topics discussed in BIODENTAL ENGINEERING V include:

Aesthetics
Bioengineering
Biomaterials
Biomechanical disorders
Biomedical devices
Computational bio- imaging and visualization
Computational methods
Dental medicine
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Experimental mechanics
Signal processing and analysis
Implantology
Minimally invasive devices and techniques
Orthodontics
Prosthesis and orthosis
Simulation
Software development
Telemedicine
Tissue engineering
Virtual reality

The purpose of the series of BIODENTAL Conferences on Biodental Engineering,
initiated in 2009, is to perpetuate knowledge on bioengineering applied to
dentistry, by promoting a comprehensive forum for discussion on recent
advances in related fields in order to identify potential collaboration between
researchers and end-users from different sciences.
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